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Discussion
1. What types of clients are most difficult for 

you to engage?

2. What are the reasons these clients are 
difficult for you to engage?

3. What technique or strategy have you found 
to be successful in engaging them?
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Reasons Clients Resist 
counseling
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Reasons Clients Resist Mental Health 
Counseling

• The stigma of mental illness

• Mis-diagnosis, over diagnoses, and treating 
clients as if they are their diagnosis

• Counseling is often not their idea
• They may view counseling as strange
• They were harmed in previous counseling 

or it was unhelpful
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Client Resistance Continued
• Too many previous counselors

• They believe counseling will be a waste of 
time

• They may view the presenting problem as 
the solution to their problems
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It is natural for clients to resist 
any efforts to get them to stop 
using drugs because drugs 
work!
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Drugs Work!
• They numb emotional pain
• They simmer rage 
• They medicate psychiatric symptoms
• They provide relief from “moral injury”
• They provide constant companionship
• They are predictable
• They provide relief from trauma and 

abandonment
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Create a welcoming environment
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The First Two Sessions 



Creating a Welcoming Environment in 
Substance Use Disorders Treatment

The NAADAC 2020 Program of the Year
• The décor

• An inviting waiting room
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Creating a Welcoming Environment in 
Substance Use Disorders Treatment 

Continued
The NAADAC 2020 Program of the Year

• Music
• Magazines
• Food
• The receptionist
• A tour
• Drop-in Center Model
• Interesting programming
• Vibrance 12



The First Two Sessions Continued

• Match the length of the session with the 
needs of the client

• Match the frequency of sessions with the 
needs of the client

• Use inclusive language ‘we’
• Roll with resistance
• Avoid power struggles
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Rapport
How to know if you are in rapport

• More comfortable body language
• Relaxed breathing
• Unforced laughter
• Volunteer information that you did not ask 
• Give people real names
• Slightly more eye contact
• Correct your understanding of content
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The First Two Sessions Continued

• 3 sessions at a time
• Minimize confrontation
• Have an effective opening statement

“I know I can’t make you stop getting high. I 
will honor what ever decision you make 
concerning your use.”
• Avoid premature labels
• Discover uniqueness and strengths 15



The First Two Sessions Continued
Discover the client’s uniqueness
• If you had 3 wishes what would they be?
• When are you happiest?
• What do you do on a Saturday afternoon?
• Who are your heroes?
• What is your favorite food?
• What kinds of things are funny to you? Do 

you like to hear jokes or tell jokes?
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Focus on Strengths as Soon as Possible
• What do you do well?
• How have you been able to endure so much?
• What do you like to do in your leisure time?
• What is the best thing you ever made 

happen?
• What are the best 3 moments you can recall 

in your life?
• What is your previous life suffering preparing 

you to do with the rest of your life?
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Focus on Strengths Continued
• What have you learned from what you 

have gone through?

• What sources of strength did you draw 
from?

• Which of your experiences has taught you 
the most about your own resilience?
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Evidence Based Engagement

• Supportive employment

• Motivational incentives 

• Fishbowl Technique
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The Fishbowl Technique With Men 
Living With HIV, mental illness, 
Substance Use Disorders and poverty
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250 Raffle Tickets
Incentive Value

125 Congratulations for attending the 
group today. Keep up the 

Good Work!

50 Small prize $5.00

50 Medium prize $10.00

24 Large prize $15 to 
$20.00

Grand Prize
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Stage 
Based

Interventions
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Stages of Change

• Pre-contemplation

• Ambivalence

• Readiness

• Action

• Maintenance
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Motivational Interviewing Skills with 
Individuals Continued

Stage Based Interviewing
• Precontemplation - The individual does not 

believe that he or she has a problem that needs to 
change.

• Contemplation – The individual is aware of the 
problem and is ambivalent about changing.

• Preparation – The individual is motivated to do 
something about the problem but has not done it 
yet.



Motivational Interviewing Skills 
Continued

• Action – The Individual is engaged in action 
to bring about change

• Maintenance – The Inviduals has sustained 
the behavioral change for 6 months or 
longer



Precontemplation

Goal – To raise Doubt 
“I might need to address this.”
• Person centered relationship
• Information
• Stories
• Values clarification
• Role clarification
• Feedback from significant others



Contemplation

Goal – To walk alongside the individual to help 
them decide if they should change

• A balance sheet

• Speak to both sides of the ambivalence

• Ask guiding questions



Guiding Questions

• What concerns if any do you have in this 
area?

• Speak to both sides of the ambivalence

• What are the advantages and disadvantages 
of continuing?



Guiding Questions Continued

• If the individual mentions a concern, ask for 
elaboration followed by an example

• Use extremes

• What are the best outcomes if you change?

• What are the worse outcomes if you do not 
change?



Guiding Questions Continued

• Is anyone in your life concerned about this?

• If you don’t change, where do you think you 
will be in 5 years?

• Look back – What was your life like before  
___________ ?



Preparation

• Provide a menu of options

• Remove barriers

• Handhold

• Harm Reduction 

• Deal with resistance



Work with the family
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